
THESIS UPLOAD LOGO

Once your thesis has been completed and approved, you should upload it to VU Amsterdam's online thesis database.
This will make your thesis publicly.

Get in touch and we can talk about your needs and start the process. You need to click on Choose File and
proceed to navigate to all your images and upload each one. Example: Published material distributed through
the thesis This thesis contains material published in [citation]. I will help as best we can. To find out how,
consult the help function of your word processor. If your thesis comprises images, try compressing these as
well. You can see it here in the screen capture. If not, go ahead and add what you need. Please note that your
work will be uploaded only once. In exceptional circumstances, longer periods of restriction or a total
embargo may be approved by the Deputy Vice-Chancellor Research or nominee. The Office of Graduate
Research will then confirm that you have completed the requirements for your degree. How can I upload
these? Finally, remember to submit your answers by pressing the button which says "Deliver Now". Do you
need help with your website? See also:. Other and wrote the drafts of the MS. Such a statement typically
appears in the frontispiece of your thesis. If you have any questions related to our HDR examination process
or require any additional information, please don't hesistate to contact us. At this point you want to make sure
that all the images you uploaded are present. Upload your thesis to the Library Open access and thesis
embargoes Unless otherwise approved by the Deputy Vice-Chancellor Research or nominee in accordance
with the provisions of Section 5. How do I know when my thesis has been uploaded successfully? One thing
you may have noticed is that your slideshow is a different size than the header you want. My thesis consists of
multiple files. The illustration below is a preview of part one. Once I click that button I get a dialog box that
lets me select from the pull-down menu the slideshow I want to insert, and lets me determine how I want to
display the imagesâ€”in this case a slideshow. Contact the University Library and inform them of the
situation. The correct address is: www. Wrap Up This has been one looonnnnggg tutorial and if you have read
to this point, you are both patient and persistent. If you are a web designer or web developer needing help, or a
'do-it-yourselfer' looking for a professional Internet presence I can help. The following are suggested:
Example 1 In addition to the statements above, in cases where I am not the corresponding author of a
published item, permission to include the published material has been granted by the corresponding author.
Authorship attribution statement If your thesis contains material you have previously published, you need to
discuss an authorship attribution statement with your supervisor and submit this statement as part of your final
thesis submission. Authors -e and supervisor -e : Use the form as described to make visibility and searchability
good for archive and publishing purposes. This only applies where you have made a substantial contribution to
the paper. In this case change your password via top. NTNU encourages everyone to publish. This is section x.
Of primary concern is the tab titled Slideshow. Your uploaded file will appear in the overview. Thesis title and
abstract The following upper limits apply to your title and abstract content: thesis title: maximum characters,
in title case not uppercase. Now the code is in place I click publish, then I click preview to see the page and if
the slideshow is working as I want it to. The metadata will always be open and searchable in NTNU's
publishing system. Open Access publications can be freely read online, downloaded and linked to.


